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General Concepts

1. General Concepts
The new Encryption Libraries are designed to add to the Waspmote sensor platform the capabilities necessary to protect the 
information gathered by the sensors. To do so three cryptography layers are defined:

 • Link Layer:  In the first one all the nodes of the network share a common preshared key which is used to encrypt the 
information using AES 128. This process is carried out by specific hardware integrated in the same 802.15.4/ZigBee radio, 
allowing the maximum efficiency of the sensor nodes energy consumption. This first security layer ensures no third party 
devices will be able to even connect to the network (access control).

 • Application Layer: In the second security layer each node uses a point to point encryption scheme with Meshlium -the 
Gateway of the network-. This way even the intermediate nodes of the network (the ones which forward the information to 
the destination) will not be able to see the sensor data transmitted. To perform this technique each node interchanges with 
the Gateway a new encryption key using RSA 1024 (Public/Private keys) what ensures at the same time authentication 
and integrity. Once the key has been confidentially interchanged the rest of the communication is encrypted by using AES 
256 via software as it ensures complete confidentiality and privacy while maintaining the minimum resources of the node 
in term of computing cycles and energy consumption.

 • Secure Web Server Connection: The third security technique is carried out in Meshlium -the Gateway- where HTTPS and 
SSH connections are used to send the information to the Cloud server located on the Internet.

A fourth optional encryption layer allows each node to encrypt the information using the Public key of the Cloud server. Thus, 
the information will be kept confidentially all the way from the sensor device to the web or data base server on the Internet.

In the next diagrams we can see the two main cases of the usage of the Encryption Libraries for Waspmote:

 - Transmission of sensor data

 - Key initial sharing and key renewal

For more information about these two process go to sections “Secure Communication Scheme” and “Generation and Key 
renewal”.

Note: The Encryption Libraries are part of the Waspmote API and have been designed to work solely on top of the Waspmote and 
Waspmote Plug & Sense sensor platforms. More info at:

http://www.libelium.com/waspmote

http://www.libelium.com/plug_&_sense

- Transmission of sensor data:

Information is encrypted in the application layer via software with AES 256 using the key shared exclusively between the origin 
and the destination. Then the packet is encrypted again in the link layer via hardware with AES 128 so that only trusted packets 
be forwarded, ensuring access control and improving the usage of resources of the network.

http://www.libelium.com/waspmote
http://www.libelium.com/plug_&_sense
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Figure : Communication diagram

Figure : Waspmote frame on OSI stack for communication
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Figure : Waspmote frame structure for communication

- Key sharing and key renewal:

Prior to start with the software encryption with AES 256 we need to share a key between each node (origin) and the Gateway 
or the Cloud Server (destination). To do so we encrypt the new key using RSA 1024 both Public/Private keys. This way, we 
ensure authentication, confidentiality and message integrity (as we add also a seed along with the key to generate randomness 
in the packet transmission). Once we get the shared key we will use it to start encrypting the sensor information as seen in the 
previous diagram as AES it ensures the maximum performance and minimum message overload.

Figure : Symetric key renewal diagram
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Figure : Waspmote frame on OSI for symmetric key renewal

Figure : Waspmote frame structure for key renewal
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Common security issues which are solved include:

- Access control: by using AES 128 in the link layer we ensure that only nodes with the shared key can access to the routing 
capabilities of the sensor network. If a strange node sends a message to the network the message will be discharged in the first 
hop so no extra communication resources will be used. The AES 128 algorithm is implemented in the same radio using specific 
hardware, for this reason the information will be automatically discarded and not even sent to the microcontroller. This provides 
an extra layer of security as the main control unit of the node will not be interrupted from performing basic tasks or event not 
awaken from the sleep mode (what ensures optimum energy usage).

- Authentication: the library implements also RSA with asymmetric key scheme. Each node has a pair of Public/Private keys 
(1024b) which uses to sign the messages in order to ensure the authenticity of origin and destination. By using the SD card each 
node may store all the Public keys of the nodes of the network in order to even perform symmetric key renewal by encrypting 
the new key with the public key of the node destination and with the private key of the origin node.

- Data Confidentiality (Privacy): by doubling encryption of the messages we ensure that first that only the nodes which form 
part of the network can see the general routing packets (AES 128 in the link layer) and after that we establish an encryption 
tunnel by direct P2P encryption between origin and destination (using AES 256).

- Data Integrity: the new library uses hash algorithms such as MD5 and SHA to create the checksum of the message and to 
ensure that the final information received correspond with the original sent.

- Data Freshness (avoiding packet injection): each packet has an exclusive seed which protects the gateway from receiving 
several identical packets which could be injected from a third party.

- Non-repudiation: by signing the messages with RSA keys we have also the legal proof that the information sent really was 
sent by an specific sensor node and not by other. Important in the future when all the sensitive sensor information has to be 
legally approved.

Each node may store thousands of different Public Keys of the nodes of the network in its SD card. So we can establish a real P2P 
encryption among any sensor and the Gateway and even between any sensor and any web or data base server directly.

The new Libraries are specifically designed to be used in the Waspmote hardware sensor platform and are distributed along 
with the Waspmote IDE which is distributed under an open source license.

Note: The Encryption Libraries are part of the Waspmote API and have been designed to work solely on top of the Waspmote and 
Waspmote Plug & Sense sensor platforms. More info at:

http://www.libelium.com/waspmote

http://www.libelium.com/plug_&_sense

http://www.libelium.com/waspmote
http://www.libelium.com/plug_&_sense
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2. Integrity
The data integrity security ensures the correctness or accuracy of data. The data is protected against unauthorized modification, 
deletion, creation, and replication and provides an indication of these unauthorized. Integrity implies that the data is an exact 
copy of some original version.

Data integrity is provided by hash functions like Message Digest Algorithm (MD5) or Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA). The following 
methods are provided by the Encryption libraries:

 • MD5 algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces as output a 128-bit “fingerprint” or “message 
digest” of the input message. MD5 is currently a standard, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Request for Comments 
(RFC) 1321. In comparison, MD5 is not quite as fast as the MD4 algorithm, but offers much more assurance of data secu-
rity.

 • SHA is considered to be the successor to MD5. The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS 180-2) specifies four 
secure hash algorithms:  SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512. All algorithms are iterative, one-way hash functions 
that can process a message with a maximum length of 264 bits to 2128 bits to produce a 160 to 512-bit condensed repre-
sentation called a message digest. The input message is processed in 512-bit to 1024-bit blocks. The four algorithms 
differ most significantly in the number of bits for the message digest length. Each SHA algorithm processes a message 
in two stages: preprocessing and hash computation. Preprocessing involves padding a message, parsing the padded 
message into 512-bit or 1024-bit blocks, and setting initialization values to be used in the hash computation. The hash 
computation generates a message schedule from the padded message and uses that schedule, along with functions, 
constants, and word operations to iteratively generate a series of hash values. The final hash value generated by the hash 
computation is used to determine the message digest.

2.1. Waspmote Libraries 

2.1.1. Waspmote Hash Files 

WaspHash.h is the header file of the class, and WaspHash.cpp is the class where the functions and variables are implemented.

It is mandatory to include the Hash library when using it. The following line must be introduced at the beginning of the code:

 #include <WaspHash.h>

2.1.2. Constructor 

To start using Waspmote Hash library, an object from class ‘WaspHash’ must be created. This object, called ‘HASH’, is created 
inside the Waspmote Hash library and it is public to all libraries. It is used through the guide to show how the Waspmote Hash 
library works. 

When creating this constructor, no variables are initialized by default.

2.1.3. Pre-Defined Constants

There are some constants defined in ‘WaspHash.h’ related with the different encryption and padding modes that can be used 
to encrypt and decrypt messages.
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2.2. Calculating Message Digest
This section will describe how calculate a message digest depends on the selected algorithm. The different algorithms provide 
different messages digest size.

For example, the Message Digest (MD5) hash is a mathematical algorithm which produces a unique 128 bit number (a hash) 
created from the data input. If even one bit of data changes, the hash value will change.  

2.2.1. Calculating MD5 hash

Previously, a variable to store the message digest must be declared. This variable must be correctly dimensioned to contain the 
calculated hash message.

{
 uint8_t hash_message[16];
}

The features that must be met in order to calculate the MD5 algorithm are:

Algorithms Output size 
(bits)

Internal state 
size (bits)

Block size 
(bits)

Max message 
size (bits)

Word size 
(bits)

MD5 128 128 512 2⁶⁴− 1 32

The next code shows how to calculate the message digest with HASH.md5(hash_message, message, size_of_message). 

{
 char message[] = “Libelium”;
 HASH.md5(hash_message_md5, (uint8_t*)message, strlen(message)*8);
}

2.2.2. Calculating SHA hash 

The features that must be met in order to calculate the SHA algorithm are:

Algorithms Output size 
(bits)

Internal state 
size (bits)

Block size 
(bits)

Max message 
size (bits)

Word size 
(bits)

Rounds

SHA-1 160 160 512 2⁶⁴− 1 32 80

SHA-224 224 256 512 2⁶⁴− 1 32 64

SHA-256 256 256 512 2⁶⁴− 1 32 64

SHA-384 384 512 512 2¹²⁸− 1 64 80

SHA-512 512 512 1024 2¹²⁸− 1 64 80

Previously, a variable to store the message digest must be declared. This variable must be correctly dimensioned to contain the 
calculated hash message.

If SHA-1 is used, the variable that stores the hash message is defined:

{
 uint8_t hash_message[20];
}

If SHA-384 is used, the variable that stores the hash message is defined:

{
 uint8_t hash_message[48];
}
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Next code shows how to calculate the message digest with HASH.sha(sha_algorithm, hash_message, message, size_
of_message).

{
 char message[] = “Libelium”;
 HASH.sha(SHA1, hash_message, (uint8_t*)message, strlen(message)*8);
}

{
 char message[] = “Libelium”;
 HASH.sha(SHA384, hash_message, (uint8_t*)message, strlen(message)*8);
}

2.3. Printing Message
Using the hash function HASH.printMessageDigest(“any string”,hash_message,size_hash) the message digest is 
written to the UART.

{
 // Write message digest by USB port
 HASH.printMessageDigest(“SHA-1:”, hash_message, 20);
 HASH.printMessageDigest(“MD5:”, hash_message, 16);
}

Example of use may be found in: 

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/hash-01-md5

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/hash-02-sha1

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/hash-01-md5
http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/hash-02-sha1
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3. Authenticity
Authenticity is the assurance that a message, transaction, or other exchange of information is from the source it claims to be 
from. Authenticity involves proof of identity.

For ensuring message authenticity, RSA algorithm is used. The RSA cryptosystem is the most widely-used public key cryptography 
algorithm in the world. It can be used to encrypt a message without the need to exchange a secret key separately. Its security is 
based on the difficulty of factoring large integers.

The RSA algorithm can be used for both public key encryption and digital signatures:

 • Public-key encryption: Party A can send an encrypted message to party B without any prior exchange of secret keys. A 
just uses B’s public key to encrypt the message and B decrypts it using the private key, which is only known by the receiver.

 • Digital signatures: RSA can also be used to sign a message, so A can sign a message using their private key and B can verify 
it using A’s public key. 

Key generation

1.-    Choose two different prime numbers p and q. For security purposes, the integers p and q should be chosen at random, and 
should be of similar bit-length.
2.-    Compute n = p·q. The resulting n is used as the modulus for both public and private keys. Its length, usually expressed in 
bits, is the key length.
3.-     Compute φ(n) = (p-1)(q-1).
4.-     Choose a public exponent ’e’ such that 1 < e < φ(n), which is coprime to φ(n). The number e is released as the public key 
exponent.
5.-     Compute a private exponent ’d’ that satisfies the congruence ed ≡ 1 (mod φ(n)). The number d is kept as the private key 
exponent.
6.-      The public key consists of the modulus n and the public exponent e. The private key consists of the modulus n and the 
private exponent d, which must be kept secret. p, q, and φ(n) must also be kept secret because they can be used to calculate d.

The best size for a modulus depends on one’s security needs. The larger the modulus, the greater the security, but also the slower 
the RSA algorithm operations.  One should choose a modulus length upon consideration, first, of the value of the protected data 
and how long it needs to be protected, and, second, of how powerful one’s potential threats might be. Typical bit lengths are 
1024, 2048, 3072, 4096, etc.

This is the process of transforming a plaintext message into ciphertext, or vice-versa. The RSA function, for message ‘m’ and key 
‘k’ is evaluated as follows:

F(m,k) = mk mod n

There are obviously two cases:

 • RSA Encryption scheme: Encrypting with the public key, and then decrypting with the private key

 Encryption rule:  F (m,e) = me mod n = c

 Decryption rule: F (c,d) = cd mod n = m

 Where ‘m’ is the message, ‘e’ is the public exponent, ‘d’ is the private exponent and ‘c’ is the ciphertext.
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 • RSA Signature scheme: Encrypting with the private key, and then decrypting with the public key.

 Encryption rule: F (m,d) = md mod n = s

 Decrypti on rule: F (s,e) = se mod n = m

 Where ‘m’ is the message, ‘e’ is the public exponent, ‘d’ is the private exponent and ‘c’ is the ciphertext.

RSA is slower than certain other symmetric cryptosystems. RSA is, in fact, commonly used to securely transmit the keys for 
another less secure, but faster algorithm.

3.1. Waspmote Libraries 

3.1.1. Waspmote RSA Files 

WaspRSA.h is the header file of the class, and WaspRSA.cpp is the class where the functions and variables are implemented.

It is mandatory to include the RSA library when using it. The following line must be introduced at the beginning of the code:

  #include <WaspRSA.h>

3.1.2. Constructor 

To start using Waspmote RSA library, an object from class ‘WaspRSA’ must be created. This object, called ‘RSA’, is created inside 
the Waspmote RSA library and it is public to all libraries. It is used through the guide to show how the Waspmote RSA library 
works. 

When creating this constructor, no variables are initialized by default.

3.1.3. Pre-Defined Constants

There are some constants defined in ‘WaspRSA .h’ related with the different encryption and padding modes that can be used to 
encrypt and decrypt messages.

3.2. Encrypting Message
The function RSA.encrypt() encrypts an original message to an encrypted message using  the public exponent ‘e’ and the 
modulus ‘n’. Receiver can decrypt the message using the private key. 

{
 RSA.encrypt( original_message, 
   public_exponent, 
   modulus, 
   encrypted_message,
   sizeof(encrypted_message));
}

Note: The maximum input size message must be smaller than the modulus.

Example of use: 

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/rsa-01-encryption

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/rsa-01-encryption
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3.3. Decrypting Message
The function RSA.decrypt() decrypts an encrypted message using  the private exponent and the rest of private parameters. 
Parameters  “prime_p”,”prime_q”,”dp”,”dq”,”qinv” refers to the components of the RSA key, this information is necessary to 
calculate decrypted message efficiently. 

{
 RSA.decrypt( encrypted_message,
   private_exponent,
   modulus,
   prime_p,
   prime_q,
   dp,
   dq,
   qinv,
   decrypted_message,
   sizeof(dec_message));
}

The output of a RSA encryption will have the same length as the RSA modulus, in this occasion , 1024 bits.

Example of use: 

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/rsa-02-decryption

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/rsa-02-decryption
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4. Confidentiality (privacy)
Confidentiality refers to ensure that information is not accessed by unauthorized people. Information is intelligible only to its 
rightful recipients. Although third parties may be able to read (a copy of ) the message sent, they must not be able to make sense 
of it. Confidentiality is assurance of data privacy.  Sending frames with confidentiality can be achieved through symmetric key 
encryption. AES algorithm has been implemented for this purpose.

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric key encryption algorithm that supports key lengths of 128, 192, and 256 
bits. AES encrypts a block of bytes at the same time, unlike stream ciphers that encode each single item individually. This feature 
allows the algorithm to be very fast. It has the advantage of occupying very little memory and consequently makes it very 
suitable for low memory capacity devices. 

AES is able to encrypt and decrypt a block of data using an AES key. The key and the block of data have a fixed length. The 
length of the block of data is always 128-bit (16 bytes), while the key size can be:

 • 128-bit key size (16 bytes)
 • 192-bit key size (24 bytes)
 • 256-bit key size (32 bytes)

As AES is classified as a block cipher algorithm, there are different modes of operation. A mode of operation describes how 
to repeatedly apply a cipher’s single-block operation to securely transform amounts of data larger than a block. This library 
implements two modes of operation:

 • ECB mode: The simplest of the encryption modes is the electronic codebook (ECB) mode. The message is divided into 
blocks of 16 bytes and each block is encrypted separately.

Figure : CBC mode encryption
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 • CBC mode: Each 16-byte block of plaintext is XORed with the previous ciphertext block before being encrypted. This 
way, each ciphertext block depends on all plaintext blocks processed up to that point. To make each message unique, an 
initialization vector must be used in the first block. This initialization vector size is 16 bytes, so is the same size as the data 
block size.

Figure : ECB mode encryption

A block cipher works on fixed size blocks, but messages come in a variety of lengths. So some modes of operation require that 
the final block be padded before encryption. Several padding schemes exist, but this library provide two padding schemes:

 • ZEROS: this method adds 0s until the last block size is completed.
 • PKCS5: this method adds the input at the trailing end with k - (l mod k) octets all having value k - (l mod k), where l is the 

length of the input.

AES Algorithm Key Size Data Block Size

AES-128 128 bits 16 bits

AES-192 192 bits 16 bits

AES-256 256 bits 16 bits
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4.1. Waspmote Libraries 

4.1.1. Waspmote AES Files 

WaspAES.h is the header file of the class, and WaspAES.cpp is the class where the functions and variables are implemented.

It is mandatory to include the AES library when using it. The following line must be introduced at the beginning of the code: 

#include <WaspAES.h>

4.1.2. Constructor 

To start using Waspmote AES library, an object from class ‘WaspAES’ must be created. This object, called ‘AES’, is created inside 
the Waspmote AES library and it is public to all libraries. It is used through the guide to show how the Waspmote AES library 
works. 

When creating this constructor, no variables are initialized by default.

4.1.3. Pre-Defined Constants

There are some constants defined in ‘WaspAES.h’ related with the different encryption and padding modes that can be used to 
encrypt and decrypt messages.

4.2. Calculating  the encrypted message length
Before using an encryption or decryption function, the length of the encrypted message is needed in order to create the proper 
memory buffers. As the data block size is 16 bytes, the final length is multiple of 16.

The next code shows how to calculate the length of the ciphertext in bytes. The function <?>AES.sizeOfBlocks() returns the total 
length of the 16-byte data blocks that will be included within the message.

{
 char plaintext[] = ”Original Text”;
 uint16_t length;  
 length = AES.sizeOfBlocks(plaintext);
}

4.3.  AES Encryption
The next code shows how to encrypt a message from a plaintext with the function AES.encrypt(). 

When calling this function, the mode of operation must be specified between: ECB or CBC. In the case that the mode of operation 
is CBC, the initialization vector must be defined as a 16-byte array of bytes. 

Finally, the padding mode must be specified between two possibilities: PKCS5 or ZEROS

Example of use:

{
 // AES 128 encryption: ECB mode, PKCS5 padding
 AES.encrypt( 128, 
   password, 
   message, 
   encrypted_message, 
   ECB, 
   PKCS5);

 // AES 128 encryption: CBC mode, ZEROS padding
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 uint8_t IV[16] = 
 {0x00,0x01,0x02,0x03,0x04,0x05,0x06,0x07,0x08,0x09,0x0A,0x0B,0x0C,0x0D,0x0E,0x0F};

 AES.encrypt( 128, 
   password, 
   message, 
   encrypted_message, 
   CBC, 
   ZEROS, 
   IV);
}

The input message length can be any value. However, the output message length will be a multiple of 16 bytes.

The AES password is padded with zeros in the case it does not reach the proper length selected by the AES encryption function.

4.4. AES Decryption
The next code shows how to decrypt a message from an encrypted message with the function AES.decrypt(). 

When calling this function, the mode of operation must be specified between: ECB or CBC. In the case that the mode of operation 
is CBC, the initialization vector must be defined as a 16-byte array of bytes. 

Finally, the padding mode must be specified between two possibilities: PKCS5 or ZEROS. 

Example of use:

{
 // AES 128 decryption: ECB mode, PKCS5 padding
 AES.decrypt( 128, 
   password, 
   enc_message, 
   enc_length, 
   dec_message, 
   &dec_length, 
   ECB, 
   PKCS5);

 // AES 128 decryption: CBC mode, PKCS5 padding
  // initialization vector definition
  uint8_t iv[16] = 
 {0x00,0x01,0x02,0x03,0x04,0x05,0x06,0x07,0x08,0x09,0x0A,0x0B,0x0C,0x0D,0x0E,0x0F};

  // Decryption
 AES.decrypt( 128, 
   password, 
   enc_message, 
   enc_length, 
   dec_message, 
   &dec_length, 
   CBC, 
   PKCS5, 
   IV);

}

The input encrypted message has not theoretical size limit. The limit of the message is conditioned by the length of the data 
frame to be sent depending on the communication protocol used.
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4.5. Generating Seed
The following code shows how to generate the seed that is added to the message to send with the function AES.
seedGenerator(char *seed).  This function generates a random number of two bytes.

{
char seed[2];
AES.seedGenerator(seed);
}

4.6. Printing Message
Some functions have been created to write encrypted and decrypted message to the USB port.

{
 // Writes the decrypted message to the USB port 
 AES.printMessage(decrypted_message, length);

 // Writes the decrypted message to the USB port on Matrix format
 AES.printMatrix(encrypted_message, length);
}

Example of use may be found in:

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-01-aes128-ecb-pkcs/

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-02-aes192-ecb-pkcs/

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-03-aes256-ecb-pkcs/

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-04-aes128-cbc-zeros/

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-05-aes256-cbc-zeros/

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-06-aes256-cbc-zeros/

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-01-aes128-ecb-pkcs/
http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-02-aes192-ecb-pkcs/
http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-03-aes256-ecb-pkcs/
http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-04-aes128-cbc-zeros/
http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-05-aes256-cbc-zeros/
http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples/aes-06-aes256-cbc-zeros/
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5. Secure Communication Scheme
One of the most desired properties of secret sharing schemes is its flexibility. Combining different algorithms the communication 
will have different security properties. Integrity, authenticate, confidentiality or combinations of these.

A scheme with combined properties is not necessarily a textbook material available right away, but has to be carefully engineered 
instead. Hence, some additional work might be required before implementation.

The scheme of communication selected to ensure security to sensor network is represented on the next diagram.

Figure : Communication diagram

This diagram depicts how the nodes are connected together. It describes the different security layers involved in a WSN. Nodes 
make use of the AES symmetric key algorithm in its specification of 128-bit keys to communicate. Using AES 128 in the link layer 
we ensure that only nodes with the shared key can access to the routing capabilities of the sensor network. If a strange node 
sends a message to the network the message will be discharged in the first hop so no extra communication resources will be 
used. The AES 128 algorithm is implemented in the same radio using specific hardware, for this reason the information will be 
automatically discarded and not even sent to the microcontroller. This provides an extra layer of security as the main control 
unit of the node will not be interrupted from performing basic tasks or event not awaken from the sleep mode (what ensures 
optimum energy usage).

For point to point communication between the nodes and the gateway uses the symmetric key cryptography, the use of this 
cipher algorithm is done at the application level. The algorithm AES 256 is chosen for being the safest in the different varieties 
offered. In this way the sensor network provides confidentiality and privacy.

Algorithms like RSA, would make the power consumption of the node greater. So this would be less optimal solution in time 
and energy. In addition transmitting the message would occupy approximately 1024 bits, which would make the network less 
efficiently sensory data because the sensors are smaller.
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5.1. Providing Integrity
The hash function is a well-known cryptographic tool, widely applied in providing data integrity. The input data is often called 
the message, and the hash value is often called the message digest. Message digest is used as Message Authentication Code 
(MAC). 

The sender of a message runs it through a hash function to produce a MAC data tag. Both message and MAC tag are sent to the 
receiver. The receiver runs the message portion of the transmission through the same hash function, producing a second MAC 
data tag. The receiver then compares the first MAC tag received in the transmission to the second generated MAC tag. If they 
are identical, the receiver can safely assume that the integrity of the message was not compromised, and the message was not 
altered or tampered with during transmission.

Figure : Integrity diagram

The structure of the message to be sent to provide integrity to the transmission is as follows:

Final Message

message SHA-512(message)

Integrity

The final message to sent is:

message + C(message)sha512

message is the data that want to sent and C(message)sha512  is the message digest calculated with SHA algorithm. Both data 
must be sent over the network.
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Example of use:

void setup()
{
  ACC.ON(); 

}
void loop()
{
  //----------Check Register-----------------------
  // should always answer 0x3A, it is used to check
  // the proper functionality of the accelerometer
  byte check = ACC.check();

  //----------Status Register-----------------------
  // the status will be ‘1’ if the sensor is on sleep
  // mode and ‘0’ if it is ready to send data back
  byte status = ACC.getStatus();

  //----------CRTL REG #1-----------------------
  uint8_t ctrl_1 = ACC.getCTRL1();

  //----------CRTL REG #2-----------------------
  uint8_t ctrl_2 = ACC.getCTRL2();

  //----------CRTL REG #3-----------------------
  uint8_t ctrl_3 = ACC.getCTRL3();

  uint8_t message[3];

  uint8_t hash_message[64];

  message[0] = ctrl_1;
  message[1] = ctrl_2;
  message[2] = ctrl_3;

  // Calculating Message digest 
  HASH.sha(SHA512, hash_message, message, 8*3);
}
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5.2. Providing Authentication
Authentication is any process through which one proves and verifies certain information. Plain RSA does not provide integrity. 
Given encryptions of m_1 and m_2, attacker can created encryption of m_1 · m_2 or Attacker can convert m into mk without 
decrypting. Due to it is necessary to incorporate integrity to RSA Algorithm. This is named digital signature.

Below are some common reasons for applying a digital signature to communications:

Authentication, Although messages may often include information about the entity sending a message, that information may 
not be accurate. Digital signatures can be used to authenticate the source of messages. When ownership of a digital signature 
secret key is bound to a specific user, a valid signature shows that the message was sent by that user. The importance of high 
confidence in sender authenticity. 

Integrity, The sender and receiver of a message may have a need for confidence that the message has not been altered during 
transmission. Although encryption hides the contents of a message, it may be possible to change an encrypted message without 
understanding it. (Some encryption algorithms, known as nonmalleable* ones, prevent this, but others do not.) However, if a 
message is digitally signed, any change in the message after signature will invalidate the signature.()

Non-repudiation, or more specifically non-repudiation of origin, is an important aspect of digital signatures. By this property, 
an entity that has signed some information cannot at a later time deny having signed it. Similarly, access to the public key only 
does not enable a fraudulent party to fake a valid signature.

*Note: Malleability is a property of some cryptographic algorithms. An encryption algorithm is malleable if it is possible for an 
adversary to transform a ciphertext into another ciphertext which decrypts to a related plaintext

The validity of a transmitted message. It deals with methods that ensure that the contents of a message have not been tampered 
with and altered. The most common approach is to use a one-way hash function that combines all the bytes in the message with 
a secret key and produces a message digest that is impossible to reverse. 

Authentication: Encipher using private key, decipher using public one.

Figure : Authentication diagram

Asymmetric-key cryptosystems are very inefficient when dealing with long messages. In a digital signature system, the messages 
are normally long, but we have to use asymmetric-key schemes. The solution is to sign a digest of the message, which is much 
shorter than the message itself.
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Figure : Signature diagram

The structure of the message to be sent to provide integrity to the transmission is as follows:

Final Message

message SHA-512(message +  seed & 1 )
Asymmetric Private Key

Integrity

Authentication

The final message to sent is:

C(message + C(message)sha512 + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )RSA_private_key

 • message is the data that want to sent.
 • C(message)sha512  is the message digest calculated with SHA algorithm. 
 • seed is random seed generate for any package that is equal. 
 • Sequential seed, is a byte concatenated with seed for differentiate packets. 

All the above, C(message + C(message)sha512 + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )RSA_private_key , must be encrypted with 
the private key of the RSA algorithm.

5.3. Providing Confidentiality
Confidentiality is closely linked with privacy. This means that data are only available to the appropriate parties, which may be 
parties that require access to the data or parties that are trusted. Data that have been kept confidential means that they have 
not been compromised by other parties. Data confidentiality involves the following participants:

 • Sender. The sender is the originator of a message. 
 • Recipient. The recipient is the entity that receives a message from the sender. 

Data confidentiality can be achieved in two steps:

 • Encrypting the data. In this step, the sender converts plaintext to ciphertext, rendering it unintelligible to parties other 
than the intended recipient.

 • Decrypting the data. In this step, ciphertext is rendered intelligible to the intended recipient by converting it back to 
plaintext.
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Two types of cryptography can be used to provide data confidentiality: symmetric and asymmetric. While both symmetric 
cryptography and asymmetric cryptography follow the same basic process, they each have their own unique characteristics.

Figure : Confidentiality diagram

Final Message

message SHA-512(message ) +  seed & 1 byte
Asymmetric Private Key

Symmetric Private KeyIntegrity

Authentication

Confidentiality

Symmetric cryptography is comparatively simple in nature, because the secret key that is used for both encryption and 
decryption is shared between the sender and the recipient. However, before communication can occur, the sender and the 
recipient must exchange a shared secret key. In some cases (such as SSL), asymmetric cryptography can be used to ensure that 
the initial key exchange occurs over a secure channel.

The final message to sent is:

C(C(message + C(message)sha512 + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )RSA_private_key)AES key

 • message is the data that want to sent.
 • C(message)sha512  is the message digest calculated with SHA algorithm. 
 • seed is random seed generate for any package that is equal. 
 • Sequential seed, is a byte concatenated with seed for differentiate packets. 

All the above, C(message + C(message)sha512 + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )RSA_private_key , must be encrypted with 
the private key of the RSA algorithm. 

And the result must be encrypted with private key of AES algorithm to generate the final message C(C(message + 
C(message)sha512 + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )RSA_private_key)AES key
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5.4. Sending optimal message
In order to optimize the structure of the message to sent, do not forget that we are working with sensor networks, only encrypt 
the original message with symmetric key (AES algorithm). By this way, message size won’t be too big. The optimal structure 
message is:

Final Message

message + seed[2 bytes] & 1 byte Symmetric-key

Confidentiality and privacy

To ensure that encrypting network traffic provides integrity and confidentiality guarantees, that it is one of the core principles 
of information security, key management  must be used. 

 The final message to sent is:

C(message + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )AES private key

 • message is the data that want to sent.
 • seed is random seed generate for any package that is equal. 
 • Sequential seed, is a byte concatenated with seed for differentiate packets. 

All the above, C(message + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )AES private key , must be encrypted with the private key of 
the AES-256 algorithm. 

Thus, the size of the message always be a multiple of 16 bytes. This is one of the reasons why it is better to use symmetric key 
cryptography against asymmetric key encryption. With RSA algorithm the size of message will be 1024 bits approximately.

By doubling encryption of the messages we ensure that first, only the nodes which form part of the network can see the general 
routing packets (AES 128 in the link layer) and after, that we establish an encryption tunnel by direct P2P encryption between 
origin and destination.
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6. Generation and Keys renewal
Exist two types of keys, symmetric keys or asymmetric keys. In a symmetric key algorithm the keys involved are identical for both 
encrypting and decrypting a message. Keys must be chosen carefully, and distributed and stored securely. Asymmetric keys, in 
contrast, are two distinct keys that are mathematically linked. They are typically used in conjunction to communicate.

Figure : Symmetric key renewal diagram

To perform this technique each node interchanges with the gateway a new encryption key using RSA 1024 (Public/Private 
keys) what ensures at the same time authentication and integrity.

The gateway, Meshlium, responsible for supplying the new key to the network nodes to perform this action uses the RSA 
algorithm, the new symmetric key is encrypted with the origin private key of the asymmetric key algorithm and next with 
the destination public key of the asymmetric key algorithm. The node receiving the message must decipher the new private 
key symmetric algorithm using the private key of the asymmetric key algorithm and origin public key of the asymmetric key 
algorithm. 

The new secret key can be supplied from the sensor network cloud through the use of different protocols which provide a 
secure transmission channel.

This technique was chosen because it is the safest for the retransmission of keys. Due to the properties of the RSA algorithm, 
which allows secure transmission of messages over an insecure channel. Simply know the private key of the nodes that you 
want to provide the new key.

Shared key is  use it to start encrypting the sensor information as seen in the previous diagram. AES ensures the maximum 
performance and minimum message overload.

6.1. Exchanging Keys 
In the case of using a symmetric key system, it requires exchanging identical keys. In others, it may requires possessing the other 
party’s public key. 

While public keys can be openly exchanged (their corresponding private key is kept secret), symmetric keys must be exchanged 
over a secure communication channel.

To use symmetric-key cryptography, a shared secret key needs to be established between the two parties. Encapsulating one 
key within another. Normally a master key is generated and exchanged using some secure method. This method is cumbersome 
or expensive (breaking a master key into multiple parts and sending each with a trusted courier). Once the master key has been 
securely exchanged, it can then be used to securely exchange subsequent keys with ease. 
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Message size is 1024 bits, due to, RSA algorithm generate ciphertext of this size.

This message ensures integrity, authenticity and confidentiality. Therefore, the new shared secret key is secure.

Figure : Key renewal structure

The final message to sent is:

C(C(AES private key + C(AES private key)sha512  + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte])RSA origin private key)RSA destination public key

 • AES private key is the new key for AES algorithm.
 • C(AES private key)sha512  is the message digest calculated with SHA algorithm for private key. This give integrity to the new key.
 • Seed is random seed generate for any package that is equal. 
 • Sequential seed, is a byte concatenated with seed for differentiate packets. 
 • C(AES private key + C(AES private key)sha512  + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed[1 byte])RSA origin private key,  

in this way ensuring authentication in this message that is sent, only the nodes that holds the private key can decrypt the 
message.

 • C(C(AES private key + C(AES private key)sha512  + seed[2 bytes] + sequential seed [1 byte] )RSA origin private key)RSA destination public key,  
in this way the message can be transmitted through the network without any risk. Only the nodes with the correct RSA 
private key can decrypt the message.

6.2. Creating Seed
With the purpose that there are no two identical messages, the function AES.seedGenerator(char *seed) will be developed. 
This function return an aleatory number with a size of 2 bytes.

Furthermore, 1 byte is concatenated to seed, this way, two messages always are different in the same network. This concatenated 
byte is a number that increases sequentially.

All this seed is concatenated to the message to be sent. 3 bytes are added to the message.

6.3. Storing Keys 
Keys must be stored securely to maintain communications security.  For this purpose the keys are managed on Waspmote as 
follow:

Asymmetric-Keys:

 • Public keys: This keys can be stored on SD card. Waspmote stores all public keys of sensors network. This way, if Waspmote 
needs to send information to another Waspmote of sensor network, it must consult the public key of the node to which to 
send the information. Also, Waspmote must be stored public key of Meshlium. Otherwise, renewal key cannot be done.
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By example the file that stores the public key is called “node_id.pub”  and its format is as follows:

010001

The public key must be set to hexadecimal.

 • Private keys: This keys can be stored on SD card. Waspmote only stores its own private key. It is used to encrypt messages or 
verify the authenticity of the sender.

By example the file that stores the private key is called “node_id.priv” and its format is as follows.

Private Key
53339cfdb79fc8466a655c7316aca85c55fd8f6dd898fdaf119517ef4f52e8fd
8e258df93fee180fa0e4ab29693cd83b152a553d4ac4d1812b8b9fa5af0e7f55
fe7304df41570926f3311f15c4d65a732c483116ee3d3d2d0af3549ad9bf7cbf
b78ad884f84d5beb04724dc7369b31def37d0cf539e9cfcdd3de653729ead5d1
-- Modulus
a8b3b284af8eb50b387034a860f146c4919f318763cd6c5598c8ae4811a1e0ab
c4c7e0b082d693a5e7fced675cf4668512772c0cbc64a742c6c630f533c8cc72
f62ae833c40bf25842e984bb78bdbf97c0107d55bdb662f5c4e0fab9845cb514
8ef7392dd3aaff93ae1e6b667bb3d4247616d4f5ba10d4cfd226de88d39f16fb
-- P
d32737e7267ffe1341b2d5c0d150a81b586fb3132bed2f8d5262864a9cb9f30a
f38be448598d413a172efb802c21acf1c11c520c2f26a471dcad212eac7ca39d
-- Q
cc8853d1d54da630fac004f471f281c7b8982d8224a490edbeb33d3e3d5cc93c
4765703d1dd791642f1f116a0dd852be2419b2af72bfe9a030e860b0288b5d77
-- DP
0e12bf1718e9cef5599ba1c3882fe8046a90874eefce8f2ccc20e4f2741fb0a3
3a3848aec9c9305fbecbd2d76819967d4671acc6431e4037968db37878e695c1
-- DQ
95297b0f95a2fa67d00707d609dfd4fc05c89dafc2ef6d6ea55bec771ea33373
4d9251e79082ecda866efef13c459e1a631386b7e354c899f5f112ca85d71583
-- QInv
4f456c502493bdc0ed2ab756a3a6ed4d67352a697d4216e93212b127a63d5411
ce6fa98d5dbefd73263e3728142743818166ed7dd63687dd2a8ca1d2f4fbd8e1

The private key must contain the following information, this information must be secret:

 • Private key
 • Modulus
 • Prime P
 • Prime Q
 • dP = d mod (p - 1)
 • dQ = d mod (q - 1)
 • qInv = q-1 mod p
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All data must be set to hexadecimal. To calculate these values can use the following web tool 
http://www.mobilefish.com/services/rsa_key_generation/rsa_key_generation.php, also can use openssl on Linux system 
to calculate this parameters. The instructions to calculate all RSA keys through terminal with openssl are:

Generate keys:

  # openssl genrsa -out mykey.pem 1024  

The previous instruction generates the file “mykey.pem”, this file stored the RSA key. To view the contents of the file must be 
executed:  

  # openssl rsa -in mykey.pem -noout -text

This keys can be defined before compile the program on WaspAES Library. Thus, all Waspmote will know the private key without 
exchanging between nodes.

 • In case of wanting manage private keys, this keys are stored on SD card. The file that stores the private key is called “node_
id.aes” and its format is as follows:

 Example key 128 bits

a1c3882fe8040e12bf1718e9cef5599b

http://www.mobilefish.com/services/rsa_key_generation/rsa_key_generation.php
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7. Key Management on Meshlium
Meshlium is a Linux router which works as the Gateway of the Waspmote Sensor Networks. It can contain 5 different radio 
interfaces: Wifi 2.4GHz, Wifi 5GHz, 3G/GPRS, Bluetooth and ZigBee. As well as this, Meshlium can also integrate a GPS module for 
mobile and vehicular applications and be solar and battery powered. These features a long with an aluminium waterproof (IP-
65) enclosure allows Meshlium to be placed anywhere outdoor. Meshlium comes with the Manager System, a web application 
which allows to control quickly and easily the Wifi, ZigBee, Bluetooth and 3G/GPRS configurations a long with the storage 
options of the sensor data received.

Figure : Meshlium

More info: http://www.libelium.com/meshlium

7.1. Link layer key Management (AES-128)
Encryption is this layer provided through the AES 128b algorithm. Specifically through the type AES-CTR. In this case the Frame 
Counter field has a unique ID and encrypts all the information contained in the Payload field which is the place in the link layer 
frame where the data to be sent is stored. The way in which the libraries have been developed for module programming means 
that encryption activation is as simple as running the initialisation function and giving it a key to use in the encryption.

{ 
 xbee.encryptionMode(1); 
 xbee.setLinkKey(key); 
}

http://www.libelium.com/meshlium
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In Manager System, on Sensor Network section, users can encrypt messages on link layer.

Depending the kind of XBee model the parameters to be configured may vary.

Complete list: 

 • Network ID: Also known as PAN ID (Personal Arena Network ID) 
 • Channel: frequency channel used 
 • Network Address: 16b address (hex field) - MY 
 • Node ID: maximum 20 characters (by default “Meshlium”) 
 • Power level: [0..4] (by default 4) 
 • Encrypted mode: true/false (by default false) 
 • Encryption Key: 16 characters maximum 
 • MAC: 64b hardware address. It is a read only value divided in two parts: 

           MAC-high: 32b (hex field) 

           MAC-low: 32b (hex field)

The parameter to providing AES-128 to link layer are: encrypted mode and encrypted key.

Figure : Zigbee Plugin
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7.2. Application Layer Key Management (AES-256 / RSA)
Meshlium will be responsible for generating keys to be distributed to Waspmote. Using openssl program that is installed by 
default in Meshlium can generated RSA keys.

The instructions to calculate all RSA keys through terminal with openssl are:

Generate keys:

  # openssl genrsa -out mykey.pem 1024  

The previous instruction generates the file “mykey.pem”, this file stored the RSA key. To view the contents of the file must be 
executed: 

  # openssl rsa -in mykey.pem -noout -text

The output of “mykey.pem” is:

modulus: 00:c2:18:d7:ba:4b:b5:4b:b2:a4:4d:6a:99:7b:5b:49:62:b8:71:67:c0:58:ba:e1:9a:
6b:d5:3a:91:14:d7:4e:0c:8f:72:19:14:b5:7c:50:cc:b8:08:61:ca:af:5d:25:39:ae:8b:f1:20:
b6:ec:dc:de:57:6e:a5:09:b3:66:0a:5f:d4:0f:65:49:01:ed:5b:cb:e7:dc:a1:72:91:fe:75:e7:
ed:a5:67:1e:28:5d:c4:72:3b:08:56:1e:a6:9c:83:3c:85:e3:c8:05:3d:6d:30:0a:e5:21:ea:1a:
84:e3:81:c3:7e:bd:c0:83:5a:39:61:30:c1:42:98:6b:cb:b4:fc:e3 

publicExponent: 65537 (0x10001) 

privateExponent:3b:7e:51:e1:90:83:29:88:c0:43:da:80:e1:06:c2:1f:b8:59:4a:6b:f2:c6:95
:90:37:ad:4c:1e:5c:3d:02:77:67:20:99:ff:77:01:7b:e2:c4:26:0d:93:8a:dd:0a:23:fc:14:78
:fc:86:15:64:3d:e2:9e:cf:87:81:ad:ad:4f:d9:58:a6:c5:81:d5:2d:a5:1b:78:cc:24:f2:b4:f3
:87:c0:81:e2:af:7d:73:62:34:99:94:ee:e9:2a:c1:8c:ef:d3:f3:9c:a5:7b:d7:34:9b:c8:91:fc
:cc:d0:50:30:47:93:12:69:c2:d4:18:59:6d:81:b1:79:8e:6f:eb:a5:01 

prime1:00:eb:f6:a8:af:8b:7f:d9:5d:13:7f:51:46:1f:15:12:73:e6:ac:ff:98:48:1f:01:89:83
:dd:04:68:b2:a2:de:f4:fd:3f:b4:ad:84:79:f0:de:22:6a:49:88:1f:64:a2:24:ae:04:a8:56:72
:45:0d:a9:db:e9:56:70:7e:dc:15:31 

prime2:00:d2:94:18:af:5f:dc:be:c2:50:43:1d:d6:9e:d4:1a:65:65:8f:74:a8:3b:5a:65:03:12
:99:9f:d4:6a:4e:5e:04:70:3b:0e:d7:c4:69:32:e7:0f:d2:2b:09:83:33:a0:35:a9:23:fa:d9:3b
:35:4d:07:84:d0:4b:ab:0b:ac:7e:53 
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In Manager System, inside section Tools, go to encryption section:

Figure : Encryption section

For each Waspmote can send frames to Meshlium, Waspmotes keys can be added to encryptionData database on section Key 
Management. In this interface the user must specify the node ID, the Waspmote AES-256 secret key, and Waspmote RSA public 
key.

After defining the above fields to press the button “Add Waspmote”. A new entry is generated in the left list.

To delete Waspmote of list, select the Waspmote and press “Delete Waspmote”. The Waspmote frames received  can not be 
decrypted.
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Figure : Key Management

The AES-256 secret key is necessary to recognize the frames sent each Waspmote to Meshlium.

Figure : Waspmote to Meshlium with AES 256

When a frame arrives at Meshlium should be consulted in the encryptionData database the AES-256 secret key, and use the 
AES algorithm to decrypt the message.

Waspmote RSA public key is necessarily to send key renewal to Waspmotes. 
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Manager System allows renew all AES-256 secret keys of nodes. it is possible to do this in the section Key Renewal.

Figure : Manager system key renewal section

To renew the key, follow these step:

1. Select the Waspmote you want to renew the  Waspmote AES-256 secret key.
2. Enter the new Waspmote AES-256 secret key in the field “Add AES-256 secret key”.
3. Press the button “Add AES-256 secret key” to add to the list of AES-256 secret key. 

Repeat steps 2 & 3 to enter more than one key.

4. The field “Time Renewal” specifies how long the key is renewed.
5. Press the button “Key Renewal”.

Figure : Meshlium-Waspmote with RSA 1024b
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Important: For the generation of the new AES-256 secret key be correct, must be specified in the /mnt/user/aes/ RSA passwords in the 
following files:

 • rsa.mod, to Meshlium RSA modulus. Necessary to private and public RSA Keys.
 • rsa.priv, to Meshlium RSA private key.
 • rsa.pub, to Meshlium RSA public key.

This operation generate the new key generated according to the diagram explained above:

Figure : Renewal Key Frame

Important: The Waspmote node must have Meshlium public key, otherwise, will not decrypt the new AES-256 secret key.

The interface on Manager System works with Java program. This program is in /bin/ and your name is “encryptionapp.jar”. To 
run from the command line is necessary execute:

# ./encryptionapp renwall private_key origin_key origin_modulus destination_key destina-
tion_modulus
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8.  Encryption on Meshlium
In order to manage encrypted messages, has developed a Java program (encryptionapp.jar) can encrypt and decrypt data. 
Below explains how to use this program:

8.1. Message digest
Through instruction ./encryptionapp on command line allows, calculate message digest. This must be passed as a parameter 
hash. Return the message digest. Must specify the algorithm to use and original message.

Examples of use:

Calculating MD5 message digest:

#  ./encryptionapp  hash -md5 message

Calculating SHA-1 message digest:

#  ./encryptionapp  hash -sha1 message

Calculating SHA-224 message digest:

#  ./encryptionapp  hash -sha224 message

Calculating SHA-256 message digest:

#  ./encryptionapp  hash -sha256 message

Calculating SHA-384 message digest:

#  ./encryptionapp  hash -sha384 message

Calculating SHA-512 message digest:

#  ./encryptionapp  hash -sha512 message

8.2. RSA on Meshlium
Through instruction ./encryptionapp on command line allows, allows calculate encrypted and decrypted messages using 
RSA algorithm. This must be passed as a parameter rsa. Below are examples of how to pass cihpertext, plaintext public key, 
private key and modulus parameters.

Example of use:

Calculating encrypted message with RSA Algorithm on Meshlium:

# ./encryptionapp rsa -e plaintext -public public_key -m modulus

Calculating decrypted message with RSA Algorithm on Meshlium:

# ./encryptionapp rsa -d ciphertext -private private_key -m modulus
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8.3. AES on Meshlium
Through instruction ./encryptionapp on command line allows, allows calculate encrypted and decrypted messages using 
AES algorithm. This must be passed as a parameter aes. 

To calculate the different results that can be achieved with the AES algorithm. Must be passed as parameters key size, cipher 
mode and filling blocks. Below are examples of how to pass these parameters.

Example of use:

Calculating encrypted message with AES algorithm with ECB mode cipher:

# ./encryptionapp aes -e plaintext -k (128 | 192 | 256) -p password -m ECB  -padding (PKCS5 
| ZEROS)

Calculating encrypted message with AES algorithm with CBC mode cipher:

# ./encryptionapp aes -e plaintext -k (128 | 192 | 256) -p password -m CBC -iv initial_vec-
tor -padding (PKCS5 | ZEROS)

Calculating decrypted message with AES algorithm with ECB mode cipher:

# ./encryptionapp aes -d ciphertext -k (128 | 192 | 256) -p password -m ECB -padding (PKCS5 
| ZEROS)

Calculating decrypted message with AES algorithm with CBC mode cipher:

# ./encryptionapp aes -d ciphertext -k (128 | 192 | 256) -p password -m CBC -iv initial_ 
vector -padding (PKCS5 | ZEROS)

8.4. Sending messages
Running the following instruction from the command line, message is sent through the XBee:

# ./encryptionapp send message

To send encrypted message to Waspmote, it can be done with the following command:

# ./encryptionapp send -aes node_i message

This command encrypted original message “message” with AES-256 algorithm, using AES-256 secret key of node id. 

Important: XBee must be properly configured so that it can establish the connection.

8.5. Decrypting messages
The following instruction, from the command line, returns the deciphered message, you have to specify “node_id” of origin 
Waspmote. Return the decrypted message.

#  ./encryptionapp  storer node_id

Important: The node must be in the encryptedData database.
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9. Times and computational costs
Next tables shows average power consumptions, cycles and operation times in different operation of Waspmote Encryption 
Library. Power consumptions for the MD5 and SHA algorithms are:

Time Execution Processor Cycles Average

MD5 5,95 ms 87 779 10,5 mA

SHA

SHA-1 10,59 ms 156 266 10,3 mA

SHA-224 27,48 ms 405 495 10,3 mA

SHA-292 27,485 ms 405 569 10,2 mA

SHA-384 72,14 ms 1 064 498 10,6 mA

SHA-512 72,155 ms 1 064 719 10,5 mA

Power consumptions for AES algorithm is:

Key Mode Cipher Padding Time 
Execution

Processor 
Cycles Average

AES-128

Encryption

128 ECB ZEROS 4,395 ms 64 853 11,1 mA

128 ECB PKCS 4,4 ms 64 927 11,1 mA

128 CBC ZEROS 7,23 ms 106 689 11,0 mA

128 CBC PKCS 7,98 ms 117 753 11,1 mA

Decryption

128 ECB ZEROS 4,05 ms 59 762 11,0 mA

128 ECB PKCS 4,3 ms 63 451 11,1 mA

128 CBC ZEROS 3,21 ms 47 367 11,2 mA

128 CBC PKCS 3,24 ms 47 809 11,1 mA

AES-192

Encryption

192 ECB ZEROS 3,04 ms 44 858 11,0 mA

192 ECB PKCS 4,38 ms 64 631 11,3 mA

192 CBC ZEROS 6,73 ms 99 308 11,2 mA

192 CBC PKCS 6,91 ms 101 964 11,3mA

Decryption

192 ECB ZEROS 3,14 ms 46 334 11,2 mA

192 ECB PKCS 3,65 ms 53 860 11,1 mA

192 CBC ZEROS 3,89 ms 57 401 11,2 mA

192 CBC PKCS 3,95 ms  58 286 11,4 mA

AES-256

Encryption

256 ECB ZEROS 3,97 ms 58 582 11,2 mA

256 ECB PKCS 4,63 ms 68 423 11,1 mA

256 CBC ZEROS 6,87 ms 71 862 11,2 mA

256 CBC PKCS 6,90 ms 72 304 11,2 mA

Decryption

256 ECB ZEROS 4,15 ms 61 238 11,1 mA

256 ECB PKCS 4,33 ms 63 894 11,0 mA

256 CBC ZEROS 3,89 ms 57 401 11,2 mA

256 CBC PKCS 4,27 ms  63 009 11,3 mA
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Power consumptions for RSA algorithm is:

Time Execution Processor Cycles Average

RSA 1024b
Encryption 1,34 ms 19 773 11,2mA

Decryption 25,154 ms 371 172 424 11,8mA
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10. Code examples and extended information
In the Waspmote Development section you can find complete examples:

 http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples

Example:

/*
 *  ------Waspmote AES_11 Encryption 256 CBC ZEROS --------
 *
 *  This example shows how to encrypt plain text using AES algorithm,
 *  with 256 key size, ZEROS Padding and CBC Cipher Mode.
 *  
 *  Copyright (C) 2012 Libelium Comunicaciones Distribuidas S.L.
 *  http://www.libelium.com
 *
 *  This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
 *  it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
 *  the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or
 *  (at your option) any later version.
 * 
 *  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
 *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
 *  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
 *  GNU General Public License for more details.
 * 
 *  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
 *  along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
 *
 *  Version:                0.1
 *  Design:                 David Gascón
 *  Implementation:         Alvaro Gonzalez
 */
 
// Define private key to encrypt message  
char* password = “AES passoword”; 

// Define Initial Vector
uint8_t IV[16] = {0x00,0x01,0x02,0x03,0x04,0x05,0x06,0x07,0x08,0x09,0x0A,0x0B,0x0C,0x0D,0x0
E,0x0F};

 
void setup(){ 

  ACC.ON(); 
  // init USB port 
  USB.ON(); 
  USB.println(F(“AES Encrypted example”)); 
 
} 
 
void loop(){ 
  
//----------Check Register-----------------------
  // should always answer 0x3A, it is used to check
  // the proper functionality of the accelerometer
  byte check = ACC.check();

  //----------Status Register-----------------------
  // the status will be ‘1’ if the sensor is on sleep
  // mode and ‘0’ if it is ready to send data back
  byte status = ACC.getStatus();

http://www.libelium.com/development/waspmote/examples
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  //----------CRTL REG #1-----------------------
  uint8_t ctrl_1 = ACC.getCTRL1();

  //----------CRTL REG #2-----------------------
  uint8_t ctrl_2 = ACC.getCTRL2();

  //----------CRTL REG #3-----------------------
  uint8_t ctrl_3 = ACC.getCTRL3();

  uint8_t message[3];

  uint8_t hash_message[64];

  message[0] = ctrl_1;
  message[1] = ctrl_2;
  message[2] = ctrl_3;

// Calculating Message digest 
HASH.sha(SHA512, hash_message, message, 8*3);

  // 1. Caculate block numbers of encrypted message 
  uint16_t size;
  size = AES.sizeOfBlocks(message); 
 
  // 2. Declaration of variable encrypted message 
  uint8_t encrypted_message[size]; 
 
  // 3. Calculate encrypted message with CBC cipher mode and ZEROS5 padding. 
  AES.encrypt(256, password, message, encrypted_message, CBC, PKCS, IV); 
 
  // 4. Printing encrypted message  
  AES.printMessage(encrypted_message, size); 

  delay(5000);
 
}
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11. API changelog

Function / File Changelog API Version 

WaspHash
Global changes in all library functions. Files changed from Core to 
Libraries folder inside the API structure. Now it is necessary to include 
the proper library when used

V010→  v011

WaspAES
Global changes in all library functions. Files changed from Core to 
Libraries folder inside the API structure. Now it is necessary to include 
the proper library when used

V010→  v011

WaspRSA
Global changes in all library functions. Files changed from Core to 
Libraries folder inside the API structure. Now it is necessary to include 
the proper library when used

V010→  v011
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12. Documentation changelog
From v4.0 to v4.1:

 • API changelog created and updated to API v011
 • Global document changes
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